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ABSTRACT

The quantitative estimation of rain rates using meteorological radar has been a major theme in radar

meteorology and radar hydrology. The increase of interest in polarimetric radar is in part because polarization

diversity can reduce the effect on radar precipitation estimates caused by raindrop size variability, which has

allowed progress on radar rainfall estimation and on hydrometeorological applications. From an operational

point of view, the promises regarding the improvement of radar rainfall accuracy have not yet been com-

pletely proven. The main reason behind these limits is the geometry of radar measurements combined with

the variability of the spatial structure of the precipitation systems. To overcome these difficulties, a meth-

odology has been developed to transform the estimated drop size distribution (DSD) provided by a vertically

pointing micro rain radar to a profile given by a ground-based polarimetric radar. As a result, the rainfall rate

at the ground is fixed at all ranges, whereas the broadening beam encompasses a large variability of DSDs.

The resulting DSD profile is used to simulate the corresponding profile of radar measurements at C band.

Rainfall algorithms based on polarimetric radar measurements were taken into account to estimate the

rainfall into the radar beam. Finally, merit factors were used to achieve a quantitative analysis of the per-

formance of the rainfall algorithm in comparison with the corresponding measurements at the ground

obtained from a 2D video disdrometer (2DVD) that was positioned beside the micro rain radar. In this

method, the behavior change of the merit factors in the range is directly attributable to the DSD variability

inside the radar measurement volume, thus providing an assessment of the effects due to beam broadening.

1. Introduction

Monitoring of precipitation over a catchment area is

an important stage in many hydrological applications. In

this context, weather radar offers a unique mean of

characterizing rainfall variability over a range of scales

and with the space–time resolutions required for a large

variety of hydrological problems.

The increased interest in polarimetric radar (see Bringi

and Chandrasekar 2001) in recent years has been some-

what related to the fact that polarization diversity can

reduce the effect on radar precipitation estimates caused

by drop size variability, allowing progress on radar rainfall

estimation and on its hydrometeorological applications.

The characteristics of polarization diversity measure-

ments in rain are governed by the shape and size

distribution of raindrops. These effects, in turn, are

embodied in radar measurements of the reflectivity

factor (usually at horizontal polarization Zh), differen-

tial reflectivity Zdr (the ratio between reflectivities at

horizontal and vertical polarizations), and specific dif-

ferential phase shift Kdp (the difference between the

phases of the radar signals at orthogonal polarizations

per unit distance).

Based on the above three measurements, a number of

algorithms have been developed to estimate rainfall

(e.g., Sachidananda and Zrni�c 1987; Chandrasekar et al.

1990; Gorgucci and Scarchilli 1997; Gorgucci et al. 2001;

Ryzhkov et al. 2003; Cifelli et al. 2011). These algorithms

were derived assuming equilibrium raindrop shapes de-

termined by surface tension forces and hydrostatic and

aerodynamic pressures due to airflow around the rain-

drop. In the literature, several shape–size relationships

have been proposed to describe the shape of a raindrop

(e.g., Beard and Chuang 1987; Brandes et al. 2002).

Radar measurements are always affected by errors

arising from different sources of uncertainty that result
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in a misrepresentation of the rainfall field in the spatial

and temporal domains. From an operational point of

view, errors and uncertainty in radar rainfall estimates

result both from errors in basic polarimetric measure-

ments and from the process of retrieving the rainfall es-

timation falling to the ground using relationships based

on the above three radar measurements. Themain causes

of errors in the translation from radar measurements to

rainfall can be approximately classified into three cate-

gories (Zawadzki 1984): 1) randomerrors related to radar

signal noise, statistical sampling variability, advection and

drop sorting, drop size distribution (DSD), coalescence,

breakup, and evaporation; 2) systematic errors that could

arise from biases in azimuth and elevation angles, cali-

bration biases, dry and wet radome effects, ground clut-

ter, partial beam blocking, and propagation effects; and

3) range-dependent errors, which are mainly caused by

beamwidth, beam tilting, Earth curvature, beam broad-

ening with distance, and sampling of precipitation at in-

creasing altitude. In this context, the presence of a bright

band as well as a complex topography can further in-

crease errors affecting radar rain measurements.

The errors listed in the third category are mainly de-

termined by the characteristics of the antenna, which

defines the intrinsic features of the radar beam and

propagation geometry. As the distance from the radar

site increases, the radar sampling volume increases with

the square of the range. Precipitation intensities often

vary widely on small scales, and consequently, this pro-

gressive beam broadening makes it more unlikely that a

radar measurement volume is homogeneously filled by

hydrometeors. Under these conditions, the drop size

distribution cannot be considered uniform within the

radar sampling volume, and this situation will affect the

corresponding rainfall radar measurements. Ryzhkov

and Zrni�c (1998), Gosset (2004), and Ryzhkov (2007)

showed that for a horizontal scanning antenna the largest

impact of nonuniform beam filling is on the differential

phase and cross-correlation coefficient. Therefore, with

the increase of gradients inside the measurement vol-

ume, the radar measurements are affected in different

ways, and consequently, the rainfall estimates obtained

by different algorithms will be affected differently.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the

effects due to beam broadening on the polarimetric

measurements of rainfall using DSD profiles obtained

by a micro rain radar (MRR) installed in the historic

center of Rome during the special observation period of

the Hydrological Cycle in the Mediterranean Experi-

ment (HyMeX SOP1).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the

dataset of rainfall events is presented, along with a de-

scription of the meteorological conditions also revealed

by weather radars. Section 3 presents the methodology

used to transform DSD vertical profiles into measure-

ment profiles collected by a ground weather radar. Data

analysis, results, and discussion are presented in section

4, and the important findings of this study are summa-

rized in section 5.

2. Dataset

The data used in this paper were collected in central

Italy during the HyMeX SOP1 that took place from

September to November 2012.

a. The HyMeX SOP1 in central Italy

In the Mediterranean basin, the occurrence of major

natural risks related to the water cycle such as intense

precipitation and flash flooding is higher during the

fall season, when large thermal gradients may occur

between a sea that is still warm and the cooler overlying

atmosphere. The international HyMeX project aims at a

better understanding and quantification of the water

cycle in the Mediterranean, with an emphasis on intense

rainfall events. The region under study was divided into

three target areas: northwest, Adriatic, and southeast.

Within each target area several hydrometeorological

sites for heavy rainfall and flash flooding have been set

up. Because of its central position in the Mediterranean

basin, Italy is affected by weather phenomena coming

from the Atlantic Ocean as well as from Siberia. For this

reason, a hydrometeorological site of the HyMeX SOP1

was hosted in central Italy (CI; Ferretti et al. 2014). The

region, which includes the Roman urban area, is char-

acterized by a complex orography going from sea level

to the Apennine heights and is crossed by many rivers,

including the Aniene–Tiber basin and the Aterno–

Pescara basin, located on the west and east sides of the

Apennines, respectively.

b. Instrumentation

The CI hydrometeorological site is equipped with

permanent and operational instrumentation operated by

scientific and operational communities. These include

instruments routinely operated by local partners con-

tributing to SOP1, such as the dual-polarization radar

Polar 55C of the National Research Council (CNR), lo-

cated 15km southeast of Rome, and the weather radar

of the University of L’Aquila, placed on the top of

MonteMidia at 61 km east-northeast of Rome. Under a

specific agreement, further instrumentation, including

the K-bandMRR and a 2D video disdrometer (2DVD)

used in this study, was provided by NASA GSFC and

deployed to support the campaign as part of the

Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission
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prelaunch activity [see Ferretti et al. (2014) for a com-

plete overview of observations, instruments, and

models involved].

TheMRRand the2DVDused in this studywere installed

in Rome on the roof of the Department of Information

Engineering, Electronics and Telecommunications,

Sapienza University of Rome, in the heart of downtown

close to the Coliseum and the Roman Forum. The two

instruments were positioned side by side.

The MRR is a continuous wave frequency modulation

(CWFM) radar rain profiler (Klugmann and Richter

1995) operating at K band with a low-power solid state

transmitter and a 60-cm offset antenna. The radar has an

integrated transmitter and receiver based on the homodyne

principle. Practically speaking, in the mixing diode, the

backscattered radiation produces two different frequen-

cies with a shift that depends on the distance of the target

from the radar and on the fall velocities of the particles.

The vertical Doppler spectrum reproduced by the ver-

tical fall velocity distribution of hydrometeors can be

converted into drop size spectra, liquid water contents,

and rain rates under the assumption of zero vertical wind.

The 2DVD (Schönhuber et al. 1997) works on the

basis of two video cameras. The falling particles that

cross the perpendicular common fields of view are re-

corded at a resolution better than 0.2mm. The device is

provided with specific software that can estimate rain

rate, vertical velocity, and size and oblateness of drop-

lets from the images.

To allow quantitative measurements, the MRR was

calibrated by removing the mean bias. The calibration

factor was found by adjusting the second gate Rayleigh

reflectivity, computed from the corresponding MRR-

derivedDSD parameters, until themean difference with

the computed reflectivity from the 2DVD was zero.

c. Rain events

The study was performed using drop size spectra

profiles collected by the MRR with a time resolution of

1min together with the corresponding data collected by

the 2DVD during six rainfall events that passed through

the area observed by the two devices. The case studies

were chosen on the basis of having significant rainfall

exceeding 5mm. Table 1 shows the selected rain events

identified by four-digit numbers representing the month

and the day (case study), the number of rainy minutes

(time), the 2DVD rain accumulation (SRG), and the

height above the ground level of the 08C isotherm at

0000, 1200, and 2400 UTC estimated from the sounding

station of Pratica di Mare (known as LIRE; 15km south

of Rome). For the sake of completeness, the main fea-

tures characterizing rainfall events in terms of meteo-

rological situation and stormmorphology characteristics

are summarized below.

Case study 0913. As a result of North Atlantic air

entering the Mediterranean Sea, a low pressure area

was formed over the central western basin that

dropped heavy rainfall over the urban area of Rome.

From 1000 to 2100 UTC, weather radars showed a

series of storms crossing the covered area and

dumping heavy rain. Between 1500 and 1700 UTC,

a thunderstorm swept through the entire urban area

of Rome and the area covered by the MRR.

Case study 0914. The same low pressure area as 0913

moved toward the regions of the middle and

southern Adriatic Sea. The bad weather conditions

that prevailed during the first half of the day

generated widespread rainfall that hit the city of

Rome. From early in the morning until 1800 UTC,

the area within Polar 55C coverage was affected by

storms that produced heavy widespread rainfall.

Case study 0930. A synoptic low pressure system

centered on the southwest of Sardinia and moving

northeast directly affected the central Italian region

withwidespread rainfall. Between1400 and2300UTC,

radar reported heavy widespread rainfall over the

city of Rome.

Case study 1015. The intrusion of cold Atlantic air

over the warm Mediterranean basin generated in-

stability and a low pressure area formed over the

northernMediterranean Sea. These conditions gen-

erated storms with heavy rainfall. From 0000 to

0500 UTC, a squall line moved from west to east

into the area covered by the Polar 55C, followed by

TABLE 1. List of the chosen rain events identified by a number of four digits representing the month and the day (case study), number

of rainy minutes (time), 2DVD rain accumulation (SRG), and heights above ground level of 08C isotherm at 0000, 1200, and

2400 UTC estimated from LIRE (15 km south of Rome).

Case study Time (min) SRG (mm) 0000 UTC (m) 1200 UTC (m) 2400 UTC (m)

0913 294 14.0 3529 3195 2680

0914 395 7.0 2680 2952 3014

0930 416 10.0 3877 3563 3670

1015 161 17.0 2880 2809 2771

1026 232 10.0 3290 3542 3019

1031 853 27.0 2360 2806 2572
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showers from cumulus clouds. From 1300 UTC, a

new squall line moved eastward inside the area of

radar coverage, and between 1700 and 1820 UTC

a heavy rainstorm occurred over the city. Around

1900 UTC, the storm began to take on the character-

istics of widespread clouds.

Case study 1026. In relation to the eastward progres-

sion of a relatively deep trough extending from the

Atlantic over the westernMediterranean Sea, and to

the organization of a strong warm advection at low

levels from the southeast, very perturbed weather

conditions developed and progressed from France to

Italy across southern Spain, Corsica, and Sardinia.

Heavy precipitation occurred over Lazio during the

afternoon and evening. From 1200 to 1600 UTC, the

development of cumulonimbus clouds occurred in-

side the area of radar coverage that marginally

affected the city of Rome. After that, large rain-

bands began to entirely cover the area observed by

the radar. Growing cells embedded within this wide

storm produced large amounts of precipitation in

the southwest quadrant of the radar coverage area.

Case study 1031. A trough extended from theAtlantic

over the western Mediterranean Sea, associated

with a low pressure over the Gulf of Lion, leading

to strong instability involving central Italy in the

afternoon. For most of the day, radar images

showed rainfall from stratiform clouds with some

embedded convection.

From the above, it follows that the dataset from the

selected rainfall events is essentially composed of DSDs

from convective clouds with a few cases of stratiform

conditions. The only exception is represented by the

1031 rain event, which mainly originated from more

autumnal conditions marked by, among other things, a

lower melting level (Table 1).

3. Methodology

A methodology has been developed to transform

estimated DSDs provided by MRR to a profile as

if collected by a ground-based, horizontally scanning

polarimetric radar. Figure 1 provides a graphical de-

piction of the procedure. Assuming a circular beam

with a 18 beamwidth ub, the simulated radar measure-

ment volume is supposed to be filled by contiguous

35-m-thick layers given by the range gate spacing Dh of the

MRR. The layer widths are determined by their position

in the radar beam. The length of each layer is defined by

the pulse duration. Every minute, each layer is uni-

formly filled with raindrops following theDSD retrieved

at the same height by the MRR. A ground-based radar

placed at a certain distance from the MRR would have,

above the MRR, a beam whose width is defined by such

distance and will contain a fixed number of range bins

of theMRR. If the radar ismoved farther, the beam over

the MRR gets wider and will contain more range bins of

the MRR. Hypothetically speaking, if a radar system

would move away from the MRR profile (e.g., at range

r) and simultaneously rise at height h from the ground by

an amount equal to the increase of the beamwidth re-

lated to the distance variation, a synthetic beam could be

generated whose power will depend on the DSD mea-

sured by the MRR. In doing so, the elevation angle of

the radar antenna would be constantly equal to 08 at
each distance. Varying the distance between radar and

MRR, this simulated beam would present the peculiar-

ity of having its lower edge at a constant height from the

ground. Discarding the first range bin of the MRR

FIG. 1. Graphical depiction of the methodology used to transformDSDs provided by vertically

pointing MRR to a profile as if collected by a ground-based horizontally scanning radar.
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profile (because it is unreliable), the height of the MRR

measurements ranges between 70 and 1080m, which can

be included in a simulated 60-km range beam profile as

collected by a ground-based radar. Another characteris-

tic of these profiles is that the first radar volume in range

is filled with a uniformDSD as a result of being made up

of a single MRR layer.

a. Background

Because of radar beam geometry, each layer within

the beam will weigh differently with the distance, so the

different DSDs will have a different weight in the beam.

At a fixed range, the weight of each layer in the radar

measurement volume is defined by the beam-weighting

function. Varying the range, a synthetic DSD profile can

be generated by the composition of all the different

DSDs measured by the MRR filling the radar mea-

surement volume. It follows that the radar sample vol-

umewill contain nonuniform rain obtained directly from

experimental measurements.

In this context, the different vertical layers that are

simulated by the scanning radar are filled with pre-

cipitation having different DSDs. The precipitation can

be described by a gamma DSD given by

N(D)5N0D
m exp(2LD) , (1)

where N(D) is the number of raindrops per unit volume

per unit size in the interval (D, D 1 DD) and N0

(mm21m23), L (mm21), and m are the intercept, shape,

and slope parameters of the gamma DSD, respectively.

The relation between L, D0, and m is given by

LD0 5 3:671m , (2)

where D0 is the drop median volume diameter. There-

fore, each layer contained in the radar volume is de-

scribed by different (N0, D0, m) triplets.

This nonuniform distribution of precipitation in the

radar measurement volume in conjunction with the an-

tenna radiation pattern will affect the corresponding

radar measurements differently than those involving a

uniform distribution of precipitation. In fact, the radia-

tion pattern depending on the beam field variation as a

function of the spherical coordinates u and u assigns

different weights to each layer. Antenna radiation gain

G(u, u) has been assumed to be axisymmetric with re-

spect to the boresight direction and with a Gaussian

shape of the beam-weighting function (Doviak and

Zrni�c 1993). For each layer illuminated by the radiation

pattern, the corresponding beam-weighting function Wi

has been found under the assumption that the boresight

direction of the 3 dB antenna pattern width is perpen-

dicular to the plane containing the layers, such as

ðð
G2(u,u) dV’ �

N
L

i51

Wi , (3)

where dV is the elemental solid angle and NL the

number of layers illuminated by the two-way antenna

power pattern.

Taking into account the individual DSD of each layer,

the composition performed by the beam-weighting

function gives the following DSD:

N(D)5 �
N

L

j51

Wjnj(D) , (4)

where nj(D) is the number of raindrops per unit volume

per unit size in the interval (D,D1DD) of the jth layer.

This can be obtained by finding for each class of di-

ameter interval the weighted value of the corresponding

spectral drop densities. The bins of the spectral drop

density provided by the MRR vary with height, and it is

convenient to convert all the spectral densities to have

the same bins. This was achieved by finding mean bins

for the dataset and then resampling each spectral density

by linear interpolation.

To obtain gamma DSD parameters from MRR spec-

tra, the method of moments is used (Tokay and Short

1996). In general, for the gamma DSD model, the xth

moment is defined as

Mx5N0

G(m1 x1 1)

Lm1x11
5

ðD
max

D
min

N(D)Dx dD , (5)

where Dmin and Dmax are the minimum and maximum

diameter obtained from the MRR measurements. The

three parameters that unambiguously determine a

gammaDSD (N0,D0, m) can be obtained from any three

moments, such as the third, fourth, and sixth, as in Tokay

and Short (1996). The ratio F given by

F5
(M4)

3

(M3)
2M6

, (6)

can be used to calculate m:

m5
11F2 81

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F(F1 8)

p
2(12F)

, (7a)

with D0 and N0 given by

D0 5
3:671m

m1 4

M4

M3

(7b)

and
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N05
Lm14M3

G(m1 4)
. (7c)

MRR spectra exhibiting aliasing (Tridon et al. 2011)

were not considered for processing and discarded in the

subsequent analysis.

The radar observables Zh, Zdr, and Kdp can be ex-

pressed in terms of the DSD as follows (Bringi and

Chandrasekar 2001):

Zh,v 5
l4

p5jKwj2
ð
sh,v(D)N(D) dD (mm6 m21) , (8)

where sh,v refers to the backscatter cross section of

raindrops at horizontal h and vertical v polarization, l is

the wavelength, andKw is the dielectric factor of water.

The ratio of (Zh/Zv) defines the differential reflectivity,

commonly expressed in logarithmic scale as

Zdr 5 10 log(jdr)5 10 log

�
Zh

Zv

�
(dB). (9)

The specific differential propagation phase can be de-

fined as

Kdp5
180l

p

ð
Re[fh(D)2 fv(D)]N(D) dD (8km21) ,

(10)

where fh, and fv are the forward-scattering amplitudes at

h and v polarization, respectively.

b. Simulation of polarimetric radar profiles

The dataset consists of synthetic horizontal profiles

where in each range gate the gamma raindrop size dis-

tribution is fixed by the MRR measurements. These

DSD profiles correspond to a 60-km-long path con-

taining 800 range bins spaced by 0.075km. Each profile

presents the special feature of having a constant rainfall

rate at the ground at all distances while the DSD

changes because of the broadening of the radar beam

with range and to the vertical gradient in the radar res-

olution volume. In each range gate, the DSD profile is

used to simulate the corresponding Zh, Zdr, and Kdp

profiles of radar measurements at 5.6GHz (C band).

The procedure is based on T-matrix and Mueller-matrix

scattering models (Waterman 1965; Vivekanandan et al.

1990). In the simulation, the Beard and Chuang (1987)

relation is assumed for the drop shape while the drops

are canted with the mean canting angle equal to 08 and
the width of the canting angle distribution equal to 108.
Temperature is assumed to be 208C. Moreover, differ-

ential phase on backscattering is added to the path

differential phase, and for each rain profile, cumulative

attenuation and differential attenuation are computed

in each range bin. The attenuatedZh andZdr profiles are

obtained by subtracting attenuation and differential at-

tenuation from the corresponding intrinsic values. Figure 2

shows an example of synthetic range profiles of Zh, Zdr,

and Fdp radar measurements obtained by a C-band

weather radar with a 18 beamwidth antenna.

A number of algorithms have been introduced in the

literature for rainfall estimation using radar measure-

ments obtained from polarization diversity radar oper-

ating in linear polarization basis. The most widely used

algorithms can be broadly classified into three cate-

gories: 1) algorithms that use reflectivity factor Rz,

2) algorithms that use reflectivity and differential re-

flectivity Rdr, and 3) algorithms that use differential

propagation phase Rdp. In this study, it was decided to

find radar rainfall algorithms for C band for widely

varying drop size distributions. This was obtained by

randomly varying the parameters of the normalized

gamma distributions (0.5# D0 # 3.5mm, 3# log10 Nw #

5,21, m # 4 for R, 200mmh21 and Zh , 55dBZ). In

this way, the algorithms provide a performance refer-

ence for evaluating the precipitation variability of the

individual events. The algorithms are as follows:

Rz5 4:383 1022Z0:603
h (mmh21) , (11a)

Rdr 5 6:613 1023Z0:911
h j22:56

dr (mmh21) , (11b)

and

Rdp 5 19:52Kdp (mmh21) . (11c)

FIG. 2. Synthetic range profiles of Zh, Zdr, and Fdp radar mea-

surements obtained by a C-band weather radar with an antenna of

18 beamwidth. The radar volume was obtained by 35-m-layer fill

with uniform DSD corresponding to the DSD estimated by the

MRR at the same height.
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For radar operating at attenuated frequencies, attenu-

ation due to precipitation may degrade the radar mea-

surement whose amount becomes, to a considerable,

degree dependent on the precipitation path. Attenua-

tion and differential attenuation cumulatively increase

with range and may affect precipitation estimates at

distances far from the radar site. Therefore, attenuation,

differential attenuation, and the presence of backscatter

differential phase d should be taken into account when

evaluating the performance of Rz, Rdr, and Rdp at C

band. These effects due to propagation are mainly

caused by the attenuation of Zh and by the differential

attenuation of Zdr together with the presence of the

differential backscatter phase.

In this study, the attenuation correction procedure

based on the differential propagation phase (Bringi et al.

1990) is used:

ah 5 6:63 1022Kdp (dBkm21) (12a)

and

adp5 1:73 1022Kdp (dBkm21) . (12b)

Equations (12a) and (12b) were obtained by the above-

mentioned simulation method.

To analyze the behavior of the algorithmsRz,Rdr, and

Rdp in the presence of beam broadening along a distance

of 60 km, a dataset consisting of profiles of Zh, Zdr not

attenuated and attenuated, together withFdp unaffected

and affected by the differential phase upon backscatter,

was built directly from the in situ observation of the

spectral hydrometeor density given by the MRR.

A profile is generated each time precipitation is

present at the same time on the ground and on each

range bin of the MRR. The profiles have a nominal time

resolution of 1min.

It is necessary to emphasize that this methodology

originates profiles in which the measurements in

a range bin are related to those of the previous ones as a

consequence of the layers that they share. From a

practical viewpoint, the synthetic range profiles of Zh,

Zdr, Fdp, Ah, and Adp, reflecting the methodology used

to generate them, cannot be generalized to real

situations.

4. Data analysis, results, and discussion

To achieve a quantitative analysis of the rainfall al-

gorithm performances and their behavior with the in-

creasing size of the radar measurement volume, three

merit factors were taken into account: 1) the normalized

standard error (NSE), defined as the root-mean-square

error normalized to the mean of the ground reference

measurements:

NSE5

�
1

n
�
n

i51

(Ri 2Gi)
2

�
�
1

n
�
n

i51

Gi

� , (13)

where n is the number of paired variables, Ri is the

synthetic radar rainfall estimate, and Gi is the ground

reference; 2) the normalized bias (NB) defined as the

mean difference normalized to the mean of the ground

reference measurements:

NB5

�
1

n
�
n

i51

(Ri 2Gi)

�
�
1

n
�
n

i51

Gi

� , (14)

where a negative value of NBmeans an underestimation

by the synthetic radar; and 3) the correlation coefficient

to measure the strength of a linear relationship between

Ri and Gi measurements defined as

r5

�
1

n
�
n

i51

(Ri 2R)(Gi 2G)

�

�
1

n
�
n

i51

(Ri 2R)2
�1/2�

1

n
�
n

i51

(Gi 2G)2
�1/2 . (15)

In particular, the analysis of the correlation coefficient

trend in distance provides a direct indication of the

decorrelation between radar and ground measurements

introduced by beam broadening.

a. Rain event analysis

Figure 3 shows normalized standard errors between

the 1-min rain rates from the 2DVDmeasurements and

the corresponding C-band radar-derived rainfall esti-

mates obtained using 1) RDSD (rainfall rate computed

by integration of the MRR-derived DSD filling the

antenna beam), 2)Rz, 3)Rdr, and 4)Rdp algorithms, as a

function of the range. NSE is reported on an event-by-

event basis to show the wide range of rainfall variability

among the different events. Figure 3a shows NSE be-

tween the rain computed using the DSD directly inside

the radar measurement volume and the 2DVD rainfall

measurements. The wide variability of NSE for the

different events is not surprising because the compari-

son is obtained by relating the 2DVD and the MRR

measurements at each minute without any shift be-

tween the two estimates. With the exceptions of the

0914 and 1026 events, the common feature of NSE is to
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increase with increasing range as a result of beam

broadening.

Figure 4 shows the NB between the 2DVD rainfall

measurements and the corresponding C-band radar-

derived rainfall estimates obtained using 1) RDSD, 2)

Rz, 3) Rdr, and 4) Rdp algorithms. The most important

aspect highlighted by Fig. 4 is that the NBs of Rdr and

Rdp show patterns very similar to that of RDSD,

detecting a marked ability to follow the variability of the

different rain events and displaying NBs very close to

zero, on average. The same is not true for the NBs ofRz,

which show a wide variability for the different events,

giving, on average, an overestimation.

Although the merit factors obtained with the dif-

ferent algorithms show differences among them, the

variability among the different rainfall events is so

high in range that it is not possible to capture a general

trend. Nevertheless, although comparison between

modeled radar and ground rainfall is based on the

basic assumption that the precipitation observed aloft

impacts the surface directly below the volume sampled

by the radar, in practice there are a number of factors

that limit this assumption, including the presence of

horizontal wind that pushes the rain off the vertical. In

addition, the high variability is also caused by different

statistical characteristics of intensity, duration, and

type of rainfall. It should be noted that the pre-

cipitation events considered in this study consist of

storm cases associated with convective or stratiform

systems. During the course of the events, the convec-

tion often occurs in association with stratiform con-

ditions, making the boundary between the two rain

types less distinct. Under these conditions, the vari-

ability of the mean rain intensity is generally

smoothed. To more fully generalize the different condi-

tions, the analysis was conducted for short-duration

FIG. 3. NSE between 1-min rain rates from the 2DVDdisdrometer and the corresponding C-band radar-derived rainfall estimates using

(a) RDSD, (b) Rz, (c) Rdr, and (d) Rdp algorithms as a function of the range. NSE is reported on an event-by-event basis to show the wide

range of rainfall variability. Note that the y-axis range changes.
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storms, which ensures a wide variability of precip-

itation characteristics.

b. 1-min rainfall analysis

To consider the temporal structure and evolution of the

rainfall produced by the different rain cells and their in-

fluence on the rainfall estimation, a short-term analysis was

performed. Consecutive 60-min intervals of rainfall were

separated into individual rainfall events. This methodology

allows for generalization of the range trend ofmerit factors

for a wide variety of types of precipitation by setting for

each distance the mean statistics with the corresponding

variability interval. The procedure is as follows:

d Individual single rainfall events were made by select-

ing randomly one of the six precipitation cases and a

starting time from which 60min of consecutive pre-

cipitation can be taken.
d Two events were selected if they overlap for less than

30min.

d The corresponding range radar profiles were selected.
d For each 60-min rain event, merit factors between

ground and modeled radar rainfall estimates were

computed using the different algorithms.
d Mean values and 95% confidence intervals of merit

factors were obtained from 100 different rain events.

Table 2 shows the 95% confidence interval and the

mean value of themerit factors NSE, NB, and r between

the 1-min rainfall rate derived from the 2DVD and the

corresponding ones computed for the lowerMRR range

bin using RDSD, Rz, Rdr, and Rdp algorithms for 60-min

rain events. The lowerMRR range bin used in this study

was centered at 70m (second range gate) and is called

the reference level (RL). Also in this comparison, no

time shift has been introduced between 2DVDandMRR

measurements. Variable RDSD is the rainfall rate com-

puted from theMRR-derivedDSD at RL, and therefore,

the relative merit factors represent the rainfall variability

between the measure on the ground and at 70m above

ground. The mean NSE of Rdr is very close to the one of

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for NB.
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RDSD while Rz shows the worst, as is expected from the

theory. The mean NBs of Rdr and Rdp have very small

values and are comparable to RDSD, whereas Rz presents

an overestimation of 45%. Correlation coefficients of the

different algorithms are comparable to that of RDSD.

Increasing the distance, the radar beam will contain a

greater number ofMRR range gates, and in the presence

of gradients, the different parameters of the synthetic

radar beamwill differ from those related to the RL. This

additional variability will affect the merit factors.

Figure 5a shows the mean NSE between a 1-min rain-

fall rate derived from the 2DVD and the corresponding

radar rainfall estimates obtained from Rz, Rdr, and Rdp

algorithms, as a function of the range. The solid thin lines

with the same colors represent the upper and lower

bounds of the 95% confidence intervals for the three al-

gorithms. The mean NSE ofRdr andRdp show values that

are substantially similar to each other and, on average,

30% lower than those ofRz. The combined effect of beam

broadening and gradients is summarized by a 15% in-

crease of NSE for Rz at 60km, whereas Rdr and Rdp

show a trend essentially constant in the range. The upper

narrow lines show amarked higher increase with distance

in comparison to the corresponding mean values of NSE.

Figure 5b shows themean NB for the three algorithms

with respect to the 2DVD. It should be noted that while

Rdr and Rdp exhibit little bias, Rz shows an over-

estimation of more than 50% and a confidence interval

much wider than those related to Rdr and Rdp. Figure 5c

shows the mean correlation coefficients for the three

algorithms, which present a similar pattern, with the

maximum value in range between 20 and 30km and then

decreasing with increasing distance. The 95% confi-

dence intervals extend from 0.43 to 0.96.

Themost significant result obtained from this analysis,

shown in Table 2 and Fig. 5a, is that the mean NSEs of

the different algorithms have 95% confidence intervals,

for the most part overlapping each other, a condition

that in part trivializes the possibility of defining the best

radar rainfall algorithm.

c. Hourly rainfall analysis

To better characterize the different behaviors of radar

rainfall estimations using Rz, Rdr, and Rdp algorithms,

the 1-min rainfall data were aggregated to produce

hourly cumulative rainfall. In this way, under the val-

idity of an isotropic space–time, there is a reduction of

temporal rainfall variability with a consequent greater

phenomenological increase that will yield a better un-

derstanding of the different performances of the algo-

rithms. The methodology used is as follows:

d Hourly rainfall profiles were obtained from each of

60-min rainfall events.
d Eight profiles were selected randomly from the hourly

rainfall dataset to generate 8-h rain events.
d For each 8-h rain event, merit factors between ground

and radar hourly rainfall estimates are computed using

the different algorithms as a function of range;
d Repeating the above procedure for the entire dataset

(i.e., 64 times), the mean values of merit factors and

95% confidence intervals are computed by 1-h rainfall

accumulation as a function of range.

Table 3 shows the 95% confidence interval and the

mean value of themerit factors NSE, NB, and r between

1-h rainfall accumulations of the 2DVD and the corre-

sponding ones computed at RL using RDSD, Rz, Rdr, and

Rdp algorithms. In this context, themerit factors ofRDSD

give the minimum sampling error between the two dif-

ferent instruments under the assumption that hourly

accumulations minimize the variance between the

ground and radar rainfall measurements.

From the comparison between Table 2 and Table 3, it

appears evident that when considering accumulated

precipitation amounts, NSE is considerably lower than

about 50%. This smaller difference between radar and

ground hourly precipitation measurements is also con-

firmed by the higher correlation coefficients for all

algorithms.

Figure 6a shows an NSE between hourly rainfall

measurements of the 2DVD and the corresponding

rainfall estimations obtained from Rz, Rdr, and Rdp al-

gorithms as a function of the range. The comparison

between Figs. 5a and 6a also shows a significant NSE

reduction of about 50% along the range for all algo-

rithms. In addition, it should be emphasized that the

variation due to beam broadening is more evident, as

NSEs have an average increase of 20% along the entire

TABLE 2. The 95% confidence interval and the mean value of merit factors NSE, NB, and r between 1-min rainfall rate derived from the

2DVDand the corresponding ones computed for the lowerMRR range bin usingRDSD,Rz,Rdr, andRdp algorithms for 60-min rain events.

RDSD Rz Rdr Rdp

5% Mean 95% 5% Mean 95% 5% Mean 95% 5% Mean 95%

NSE 0.32 0.68 1.11 0.45 0.90 1.54 0.29 0.67 1.13 0.38 0.74 1.21

NB 20.28 0.03 0.32 20.25 0.45 1.21 20.39 20.01 0.28 20.46 0.03 0.31

r 0.48 0.74 0.92 0.42 0.75 0.93 0.45 0.75 0.92 0.44 0.75 0.92
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distance of 60 km for all algorithms. The comparison

between Figs. 5b and 6b shows a marked reduction of

the confidence intervals of the NB. The mean NBs re-

main constant over the range while the NBs of Rdr and

Rdp are close to zero, and Rz shows a large over-

estimation. Figure 6c shows a significant improvement

of correlation coefficients between hourly cumulative

2DVD and radar rainfall measurements with respect to

Fig. 5c for all the algorithms. It is quite evident that the r

values ofRdr andRdp are better thanRz. In fact, whileRz

varies between 0.86 and 0.64, the other two have com-

parablemean values ranging between 0.98 and 0.81. This

improvement should not be surprising considering that

the cumulative precipitation amount reduces the dif-

ferences due to rainfall variability, sampling modes, in-

strument precision, and environmental effects.

An interesting result obtained from hourly rainfall

analysis is that, although it has a significant reduction of

NSE, the 95% confidence intervals of the Rz, Rdr, and

Rdp algorithms have a partial overlap with each other

that does not allow a definition regarding which is the

best algorithm for radar rainfall estimation over the

entire domain of rain variability.

d. Practical aspects of radar rainfall estimation

For radars operating at high frequencies (e.g., C

band), attenuation due to precipitation may degrade the

radar measurement by an amount that increases

depending on the precipitation path. To study the be-

havior of the different algorithms in the presence of

these effects, the attenuated Zh and Zdr profiles were

generated as described in section 3.

SinceZdr can be affected by nonnegligible differential

attenuation, it is not possible to use relations based on

this measurement to estimate d (Scarchilli et al. 1993); in

order to reduce its influence on Fdp profiles, it was

necessary to apply an iterative filtering technique

(Hubbert and Bringi 1995). The iterative application of

this filter was designed to remove gate-to-gate fluctua-

tions caused by d and preserve the Fdp physically

meaningful trends.

Figure 7 shows the scatter between ‘‘true’’ Kdp versus

Kd
dp, the latter obtained as the slope of a linear re-

gression line of the filteredFdp range profile. The scatter

is characterized by having NSE 5 0.46, NB 5 0.03,

r 5 0.968, and a slope of 0.997.

Since attenuation and differential attenuation are

linearly related to Fdp in rainfall, for each rain profile,

cumulative attenuation and differential attenuation are

computed in every range bin from Fdp by Eq. (12),

which can be used to correct the attenuated Zh and Zdr

profiles from attenuation and differential attenuation.

To evaluate the performance of Rz and Rdr in the

FIG. 5. Merit factors (a) NSE, (b) NB, and (c) r between 1-min

rainfall rate derived from the 2DVD and the corresponding radar

rainfall estimates obtained from Rz (thick black solid line), Rdr

(thick green dash–dotted line), and Rdp (thick red dashed line)

algorithms, as a function of the range. The thin lines represent the

upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals for the

three algorithms.
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presence of propagation effects, unaffected and cor-

rected radar measurements are taken into account.

With regard to attenuation, differential attenuation,

and backscattering differential phase, their effects on

rainfall estimation are presented in Fig. 8a, in which are

shown the differences in NSEs between 1-h rain

amounts from the 2DVD and the corresponding radar

rainfall estimates usingRz andRdr algorithms when radar

measurements are unaffected and affected by propaga-

tion effects after the correction of attenuation as a func-

tion of the range. The combined influence of attenuation

and d on Rz and Rdr is described by an increase of NSE

that reaches almost linearly in range, at 60km, 9% and

3%, respectively. Following the same procedure, Fig. 8b

shows the variations in NB that represent an increase of

about 14% for Rz and a decrease of 5% for Rdr.

e. Hourly rainfall analysis in the presence of
propagation effects and measurement errors

To better characterize the different behaviors of radar

rainfall estimations using theRz,Rdr, andRdp algorithms

in the presence of the propagation effects as well as of

measurement errors, the following method was set up:

d The Zh, Zdr, and Kdp profiles of radar measurements

referring to each 60-min rainfall event were considered.
d The Zm

h , Zm
dr, and Fm

dp profiles were obtained by

subtracting attenuation and differential attenuation

from the profiles of intrinsicZh andZdr measurements

while d was added to theFdp profile at each range bin.
d Measurement randomerrors of 1dB, 0.2dB, and 38were
superimposed to the Zm

h , Z
m
dr, and Fm

dp profiles respec-

tively, to obtain the Zmn
h , Zmn

dr , and Fmn
dp measurements.

d An iterative filtering technique was applied to remove

the high-frequency signal as well as to mitigate the d

effects to the Zmn
h , Zmn

dr , and Fmn
dp profiles, and the Z

f
h,

Z
f
dr, and F f

dp measurements were produced.
d The quantities Zc

h and Zc
dr were obtained by adding to

Z
f
h andZ

f
dr, respectively, the cumulative attenuation and

differential attenuation using relations based on F f
dp.

d An hourly rainfall profile was obtained from each

60-min rainfall event computed usingZc
h,Z

c
dr, andF f

dp.
d Eight profiles were selected randomly from the hourly

rainfall dataset to generate 8-h rain events.

The method continued by following the same method-

ology used for hourly rainfall analysis.

Figure 9a shows the mean NSE between hourly

rainfall measurements of the 2DVD and the corre-

sponding rainfall estimations obtained from the Rz

(thick black line), Rdr (thick green dash–dotted line),

and Rdp (thick red dotted line) algorithms using Zc
h,

Zc
dr, and K

f
dp as a function of the range. The compar-

ison between Figs. 6a and 9a shows a moderate in-

crease of Rz and Rdr by a quantity equal to that shown

in Fig. 8a. With regard to the comparison between the

Rdp measurements, there is a significant increase, on

average, by 25% along the range, which is attributable

to the noise of the differential phase shift that is still

present after filtering. Analyzing the mean rainfall

estimations obtained with the different algorithms, it

appears evident that Rdr presents the lowest NSE,

which, on average, is less than 30% and 25% com-

pared to the corresponding values of Rz and Rdp, re-

spectively. Of course, even in the presence of

propagation effects and measurement errors, hourly

rainfall analysis highlights the impossibility of defining

the best algorithm for the full range of rainfall vari-

ability. This is clear by observing that the upper bound

of the 95% confidence interval ofRdr partially overlaps

the lower bound of the 95% confidence intervals of Rz

and Rdp.

Figure 9b shows the mean NB between hourly

rainfall measurements of the 2DVD and the corre-

sponding rainfall estimations obtained from the Rz,

Rdr, and Rdp algorithms using Zc
h, Z

c
dr, and K

f
dp as a

function of the range. The comparison with Fig. 6b

shows no major differences, with the exception of

a greater variability in the range of NB correspond-

ing to Rdp as a result of an increased residual noise

on F f
dp.

Figure 9c shows the mean correlation coefficient

between hourly rainfall measurements of the 2DVD

and the corresponding rainfall estimations obtained

from the Rz, Rdr, and Rdp algorithms using Zc
h, Z

c
dr, and

K
f
dp as a function of the range. The comparison with

Fig. 6b shows an overall decrease in the range of cor-

relation coefficient for the three algorithms due to the

presence of measurement errors. In particular, the

TABLE 3. As in Table 2, but for the 2DVD 1-h rainfall accumulations.

RDSD Rz Rdr Rdp

5% Mean 95% 5% Mean 95% 5% Mean 95% 5% Mean 95%

NSE 0.10 0.24 0.39 0.23 0.48 0.72 0.12 0.23 0.34 0.12 0.19 0.30

NB 20.16 20.02 0.16 0.06 0.33 0.68 20.15 20.05 0.10 20.07 0.05 0.16

r 0.86 0.95 0.99 0.56 0.85 0.99 0.88 0.95 0.99 0.89 0.96 0.99
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correlation coefficient of Rdp shows a variation so wide

as to be, on average, comparable to that of Rz.

5. Summary and conclusions

The quantitative estimation of rain rates using mete-

orological radar has been one of the main themes in

radar meteorology and radar hydrology. From a theo-

retical point of view, the advent of dual-polarized radar

techniques has made it generally possible to obtain rain

algorithms less sensitive to drop size distribution varia-

tions and to improve the identification of different hy-

drometeor types and the knowledge of radar calibration

systems as well as the way to minimize attenuation ef-

fects. While all this has been well established, from an

operational point of view the problems regarding the

improvement of radar rainfall accuracy essentially re-

main unsolved. The main reason for this limit is directly

attributable to the geometry of radar measurements

combined with the variability of the spatial structure of

precipitation systems. On the other hand, the different

evolutions of rainfall that occur in a coverage space

controlled by radar aremisrepresented by the rain gauge

measurements usually taken to validate radar rainfall.

The purpose of the present study has been to in-

vestigate the effects due to beam broadening on the

radar rainfall measurements using drop size distribution

profiles obtained by a micro rain radar installed during

the SOP1 of the HyMeX campaign in the downtown

area of Rome. The key was to develop a methodology

that would transform collected vertical DSD profiles to

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for 1-h rain amounts and the corresponding

C-band radar-derived rainfall estimates.

FIG. 7. Scatterplot between ‘‘true’’Kdp vsK
d
dp obtained as the slope

of a linear regression line fit of Fdp.
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range profiles simulating those collected by a ground-

based polarimetric radar. A synthetic radar beam was

generated with a resolution that changes as a function of

range and beamwidth and presents the unique quality of

having the same rainfall rate at ground. As a result, any

change in range between radar and ground rainfall can

be directly attributable to the effect of beam broadening

and then to the variation in the range of DSDs.

To achieve a quantitative analysis of the different

rainfall algorithms, merit factors such as NSE, NB, and

correlation coefficients were used to assess the influence

of the spatial variability between radar and ground rain

rate related to the increasing size of the beam.

The analysis of the different case studies considered in

this study showed a great variability from one rainfall

event to another both in space and time and even

within a single rainfall event, variability that did not

allow for the discovery of an overall underlying trend in

the range. For this reason, the entire dataset was con-

verted to 60-min rain events from which to calculate the

mean value and 95% confidence intervals of merit fac-

tors for the different algorithms.

In this context, the mean NSEs of Rdr and Rdp show

values that are substantially similar to each other and on

average 30% lower than those of Rz. The combined ef-

fect of beam broadening and gradients is summarized

by a 15% increase of the NSE for Rz at 60 km, while

those of Rdr and Rdp show an essentially constant trend

in the range. However, the most significant result ob-

tained from this analysis is that the mean NSEs of the

different algorithms have 95% confidence intervals, for

the most part overlapping each other, a condition that

trivializes in part the possibility of defining the best ra-

dar rainfall algorithm.

To further reduce the differences between radar

measurements and measurements occurring at the

ground because of different samplingmodes, instrument

precision, and environmental effects, the 1-min rainfall

data were aggregated to produce hourly cumulative

rainfall. Under these conditions, for all algorithms, the

NSE shows a significant reduction of about 50% while a

more marked trend is highlighted by an increase of

about 20% along the entire distance of 60 km that can be

directly attributable to the beam broadening.

Since the study aimed to evaluate the beam-

broadening effects on radar rainfall algorithms that

use C-band polarimetric radar measurements, propa-

gation effects were considered. The overall result of

these effects onRz andRdr is described by an increase of

NSE that in range almost linearly reaches, at 60 km, 9%

and 3%, respectively.

Finally, for a complete error analysis of rainfall rate

estimation using radar measurements, the degree of

uncertainty associated with the same measurement es-

timates was considered. The Zh, Zdr, and Fdp radar

measurements were superimposed with random errors

of 1 dB, 0.2 dB, and 38, respectively. Under these con-

ditions, Rdp shows a significant increase of NSE that

becomes comparable to that for Rz, whereas Rdr pres-

ents the lowest NSE, on average less than 30% and 25%

compared to the corresponding values of Rz and Rdp,

respectively.

The study leads to two important results. First, the

beam-broadening effect introduces a variability in range

described in terms of an increasing NSE of about 20%

on average due to a decorrelation between radar and

ground rain rate related to the rain variability in the

increasing size of the radar beam. Second, it is not pos-

sible to define the best radar rainfall algorithm over the

entire domain of the rain’s natural variability because

of a partial overlapping of the 95% confidence intervals

of the different algorithms. Even though merit factors of

FIG. 8. Difference in (a) NSEs and (b) NBs between 1-h rain amounts from the 2DVD disdrometer and the

corresponding C-band radar-derived rainfall estimates using Rz (black) and Rdr (light gray) algorithms when radar

measurements are unaffected and affected by propagation effects as a function of the range.
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hourly cumulative rainfall present a large improvement,

the degree of overlapping of the 95% confidence in-

tervals remains relatively constant.
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